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ABSTRACT
Water leakage is a major global problem and smaller sized leaks are difficult to find despite their
prevalence in most water distribution systems. Previous attempts to develop a mobility platform
for a sensor in use in such a pipe by the MIT Mechatronics lab have been met with less than
desirable results and a new design was needed for functionality. A more integrated, streamlined,
and powerful mobility platform was developed from the original design specifications and then
constructed according to newly developed techniques. This new mobility platform was then
evaluated in a series of tests to determine the experimental drag and thrust, values that would
determine its functionality, as well as flow characteristics and waterproof functionality. The new
platform was found to be waterproof, have a maximum thrust of 3.47 N and drag at the desired
speed of 1.815 N. It was also found to move through a pipe at a speed of 0.9667 m/s, despite
some stability concerns.
Thesis Supervisor: Kamal Youcef-Toumi
Title: Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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1. Introduction
Clean drinking water is one of the world's most valuable resources. It is a necessary and
increasingly scarce resource as world population continues to rise, requiring man-made filtration
centers and other resources to keep up with the demand. Filtration is an energy and resource
expensive operation that sometimes does not exist in developing countries where water is needed
most; making every drop that gets produced an extremely valuable commodity. Despite this, pipe
systems all around the world suffer from manufacturing flaws, external interference, poor
workmanship in installation and environmental wear that lead to leaks which develop that simply
throw away all of the hard work and energy put into purification. According to the EPA, 3-4% of
America's total generated electricity is dedicated to providing clean water, and of that, an
average of 14% is lost to leakage. This is 8 terawatts of energy simply lost due to undiscovered
leaks in every year [1]. Developing countries with fledging infrastructure are sure to have greater
system losses, emphasizing the need for an inexpensive detection system to help recover clean
water lost.
The Center for Clean Water and Clean Energy is a joint project between MIT and Saudi
Arabia's KFUPM to help develop and promote new technologies for and provide research into
clean energy and water sources. The Center encompasses many different projects and labs,
seeking to improve living conditions around the world through technological breakthroughs in
clean and efficient water transmission and refinement as well as environmentally-friendly energy
production. As part of that program, MIT's Mechatronics Lab is working to develop a relatively
inexpensive in-pipe leak detection system to replace expensive systems already on the market.
Conventional methods involve junction flow rate and pressure analysis which can cheaply
localize leaks to sections of pipes, or infrared radiometric methods which can pinpoint exact
locations of leaks, but are quite costly and time-intensive to use. These systems also often require
complete draining of the entire water delivery system and are incapable of sensing leaks in
certain environments (concrete, stone, deep pipes). The Mechatronics Lab seeks to develop a
solution that overcomes all of these obstacles with an in-pipe system that can function while
water is still in the system and does not require constant contact with the surface.
The focus of the leak detection system is on smaller leaks in smaller (4" diameter) pipes that
are commonly used for more localized transmission, but the mechanisms can eventually be
applied to larger pipes. Larger pipes usually have more detection methods available to them and
are usually the emphasis of leak-detection and repair projects, leaving the smaller, harder-to-
work-with pipes ignored. In addition, small leaks are a large source of The project is currently
developing both a pressurized air and water leak detection system utilizing the effects of
localized pressure gradients to trigger energy-efficient force resistors for air leaks and acoustic
turbulence heard from a hydrophone to find water leaks.
While a great deal of work has been done on the sensing apparatuses in previous works by
Ben-Mansour, Chatzigerogiou, Choi, Khalifa, Khulief, Wu, and Youcef-Toumi [2, 3, 4, 5, 6], the
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drive system that allows the sensor to move through a pipe system requires further development.
Previous attempts at construction of the drive system can be seen below, in Figures 1.land 1.2.
Figure 1-1: A previous version of the drive system. Spherical contact surfaces on the ends of
the legs serve as the feet that keep the system centered. Electronics are housed internally in a
small sealed glass jar. It is powered by an M400 TCS sealed micro-pump, adapted to use
with a propeller
Figure 1-2: The next iteration of the drive system design. Waterproof sealing is accomplished
via the putty seen around the midline and the motor at the rear. The spherical contact surfaces
have been replaced with plastic wheels to attempt to mitigate frictional forces.
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While quite capable at movement in open water, both of the designs had critical failings
when they were tested inside of an actual pipe. Forces like convective acceleration and sliding
friction overwhelmed a relatively small and underpowered motor and propeller. Both also had
the additional flaw of being awkward to work with, due to electronics and battery packages being
sealed inside of the system with putty. The purpose of this thesis is to present and experimentally
evaluate a new design which seeks to overcome these obstacles through motor and propeller
optimization, streamlining drag bodies, and presenting new waterproofing techniques to allow
for more integrated system designs that will lead to an overall smaller and more efficient system,
henceforth referred to as "Fish".
2. Design
The design of the Fish was divided into four separate components that could be worked on
mostly independently to allow multi-tasking and parallel development. This thesis is focused
primarily on design, construction, and evaluation, not on modeling a perfect and ideal system.
Therefore, full system modeling and integration was avoided for simplicity's sake. This allowed
for focus on individual sections and details without worrying about small changes affecting
every element of the assembly. Basic computational modeling with simple fluid and drag
dynamics as well as CFD analysis was still performed to at least partially optimize the system.
2.1 Waterproofing
The most important element of the Fish was to find a good waterproofing mechanism for the
material it's made of, parting-line seals and rotary shaft power transmission seals. While the
second of these is a relatively simple and commonly-solved problem, it was not fully
implemented in previous versions and a Fish-specific method was developed to aid in water-
proof seal design for both this and future Mechatronics projects. Rotary shaft seals are also
somewhat common but tend to be found integrated into full assemblies which can be difficult to
apply to specific cases.
2.1.1 Material Waterproofing
Due to the difficult and complex geometries usually dealt with in the Mechatronics lab, 3D
printing is the predominant form of manufacturing for most of its projects. 3D printing also
allows for the creation of undercuts and nested parts that might otherwise be impossible to create
by conventional means and is a quick way to prototype various sensor mechanisms and housings
as required by the lab.
For this project 3D printing the major housing elements was a natural decision. It allowed for
more focus on design rather than design for manufacturing (DFM) considerations. It could also
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be run in parallel with other computational or physical processes. 3D printing also allowed for
undercuts and pockets in the design that might otherwise be impossible or difficult to create
using injection molding or machining processes. This allowed for a much simpler and more
streamlined design. Injection molding and thermoforming were also considered for mass-
production alternatives to 3D printing, but due to the complexity and inflexibility of mold
designs for both, were dropped in favor of printing.
The use of a 3D printer came with one major drawback: the ABSplus-P430 plastic printed by
the Fortus 250mc is mildly porous and is subject to water-logging and fluid penetration. Over a
long enough time, the material will gain mass, lose precision, and leak, a major issue that needs
to be addressed in the design and construction of the Fish. Two major solutions were explored
for this problem: the use of a 3D printer that could print in non-porous materials, or developing a
treatment that would make the ABS plastic less porous. Due to the relatively higher cost and
time commitment required to send out parts to 3D printers not within lab, as well as the need to
find future solutions to the waterproofing issues, it was decided to more heavily explore finding a
waterproof treatment for the ABS plastic of the Fortus 250mc printer.
The mechanism of water-logging needed to be explained in order to find suitable solutions
for it. The Fortus 250mc is a fused deposition modeling printer that functions by extruding
partially-melted thermoplastic onto more thermoplastic, forming molecular bonds which rapidly
cool.
Suppou merial lanw
Build MM"a fiamp
Etuinnozzles
Copydlght 0 2008 CustomPirtNet
Figure 2-1: A diagram of FDM printing. Lines of material are laid on top of each other,
building the part from the ground up, layer by layer. (Image Source: CustomPart.net [7])
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The temperature tolerances in the process are required to be very tight, but often defects in
the material and environmental conditions can lead to non-uniform temperature profiles across
both the material being extruded and the material already laid down. This, among other material
defects like particle contamination, leads to microscopic defects and "gaps" between the layers
of plastic printed.
Figure 2-2: An example FDM part. As it has been made in a printer with much less precision
than the Fortus 250mc, the gaps in the material are much more prevalent and visible (Image
source: XOView Finder [8])
In this respect, FDM ABS slightly resembles wood. This was taken into consideration when
searching for treatment processes. Work had been done on this before the beginning of the Fish
project and the tabulated results can be seen in Table 2.1:
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Treatment Application External Finish Functionality
Champion
Sprayon Shiny and Black. Somewhat tacky. Even
Epoxy Paint Sprayed finish. Firm Poor
Loctite Squeeze Ashy and brittle. Some discoloration and
Cyanoacrylate bottle some bubbles. Rough finish Fair
Loctite Marine Mixing Off-white with defects and tags. Smooth Poor. Causes
Epoxy stick between bumps. sealing issues.
Penetrating
Stone Weld Mixing
Epoxy stick Yellow hue, smooth surface. Hard. Great
Fair. Clumsy, and
Black. Gummy and oversized. High susceptible to
Plasti-dip Brush Friction scratches
Black. Somewhat gummy and oversized, Fair. Susceptible to
Plasti-dip Sprayed but less than painted. Consistent finish scratches
Rust-Oleum
Protective
Enamel Brush Black. Thick and smooth. Good
Rust-Oleum
Protective
Enamel Sprayed Black. Smooth. Even finish Good
Yellow hue, smooth finish. Somewhat
Spar Urethane Sprayed tacky Good
Table 2.1: A compiled list of the various ABS treatments tested for waterproofness. Small
bowls were made out of ABS printed material, given their respective treatments, then filled
with water and their masses measured every 12 hours. With the exception of the untreated
test bowl and the epoxy painted bowl, none of the bowls lost significant mass. A list of
product sources and material data can be found in Appendix B.
Penetrating Stone Weld epoxy became the obvious choice after testing, but Loctite Marine
Epoxy also gave strong results in initial testing. More rigorous tests were performed on both
treatments including making a model "pill box" with a sealing gasket to test waterproofness in
higher pressure water. Pictures of the pill boxes tested are in Figure 2-3.
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Figure 2-3: Pill boxes treated to test waterproofing. From left to right, they are treated with
Stone Weld Epoxy (2-3(A.)), Loctite Marine Epoxy (2-3(B.)), and nothing, as a control case
(2-3(C.)). More detailed results on the advanced tests can be found in Appendix C.
Each pill box, after being treated with its respective material, was filled with dry rice,
weighed, compressed in a C-clamp and submerged in a bucket of water for a period of 48 hours.
They were then weighed again, as the rice would pick up and retain any moisture leaked. It was
found that the Stone Weld pill box gained no significant mass, the control, untreated box gained
0.2 grams of mass, and the Marine Epoxy pill box gained 0.5 grams. Upon further inspection, it
was found that the bumps and tags formed by the epoxy caused a poor seal with the O-ring,
allowing leaking through the gasket.
This test showed that the best option for a waterproof treatment would be Stone Weld
Penetrating epoxy. Its high degree of waterproofing, combined with additions to structural
integrity and fine, smooth finish, would benefit the Fish the most.
2.1.2 Parting Line Seal
One of the bigger problems with the previous design of Fish was in the lack of a quick
opening and closing mechanism. A complete removal of the waterproofing putty was necessary
to do any maintenance or even change the batteries, something that was sought to be corrected in
this design. It was decided early on that a parting seal would be necessary to make the Fish easier
to work on, and early experiments with the pill boxes used for material testing established
standards for designing 0-ring crevices and faces.
These standards were based on 0-ring groove literature publicly available on the internet. Of
particular use was the Parker 0-ring Handbook [9] as well as O-Rings, Inc. gland design [10].
Both of these resources provided suggested dimensions for depth and width of grooves for 0-
rings of set thickness as well as drafting angles and a deeper explanation of the functionality of
0-rings. From these design guides, an overall design of a one-sided groove was selected and
implemented for all O-rings of the Fish. This design would allow for simplicity as well as greater
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assurance of O-ring compression and contact on critical faces for waterproofness. It can be seen
in Figure 2-4:
Figure 2-4: The geometry of the O-ring grooves used on the Fish. Putting the O-ring under
pressure pushes it against one side, giving it 3 points of solid contact while preventing it from
"extruding" out the gap. (Image Source: Parker O-ring Handbook [8])
In addition to this gasket design, a mechanism had to be implemented to allow for quick
assembly and disassembly of the Fish to change the batteries or maintain the internal systems. To
this end, several solutions were looked into, including latches, bolt patterns, and threaded bodies.
Of these, the bolt pattern was simplest to implement and took up the least amount of space. To
help keep the size of the bolt hole pattern to a minimum, SPIROL heat-set plastic inserts (Figure
2-5) were used as threaded points, providing much cleaner and stronger thread than simply
tapped plastic.
Figure 2-5: a SPIROL threaded heat-set insert. When placed into an appropriately sized hole
(an easy design accommodation with the 3D printer) and heated with a soldering iron, it will
sink into the plastic material and "fuse" with the plastic. (Image Source: SPIROL [11])
The strength increase with the SPIROL inserts allows for higher-torqueing of the sealing
bolts, which in turn compress the center line O-ring more, giving a greater assurance of
waterproofness. In addition, their streamlined design and relatively small profile helps the bolt
pattern mounting method retain its small size and relative simplicity
2.1.3 Rotary Shaft Seal
Another design characteristic of the previous Fish was the use of a factory-waterproofed
micro-pump as the motor for the power system. While this made waterproofing around the motor
as easy as liberal application of waterproofing putty or epoxy, it came at the disadvantage of
having a small range of motors to choose from, as well as being spaciously inefficient. Upon
disassembly of one of the micro-pumps, the motor powering it was found to be not much larger
than one found in a common cell-phone vibrator despite the much greater size of the pump
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assembly. Developing a shaft-sealing method would allow the use of conventional motors which
are countless in variety and can be tailored to the specific needs of the Fish. This would also
allow more design flexibility with the tail-end of the Fish assembly.
After consultation with a variety of internet sources, it was found that there are a great many
methods of waterproofing a rotary shaft seal, none of which were guaranteed to be 100%
effective. A list of various techniques is outlined in Table 2.2
Method Description
A common technique based on an old ship design. The shaft is partially sealed
at two ends, and a water-displacing or absorbing material is stuffed in between
Tinderbox the seals. This requires some replacement.
Common among RC enthusiasts and amateur ROV builders. A tight-fitting 0-
Greased ring is heavily greased and placed around the shaft in question. Very simple, but
Gasket not very effective.
A commercially available part. It uses a spring to push two O-rings both
Pump Shaft together and away from each other. Used correctly in pumps, it can be quite
Seal effective but will require replacement
Rotary A commercially available part. A U-shaped profile PTFE or graphite gasket
Shaft Seal has a spring coiled inside of the U. This keeps constant tension on the shaft.
Ceramic An expensive commercially available part. A ceramic "gasket" is made to
Face Seal precision match a certain shaft. Very durable, waterproof, and expensive
Two magnets are attracted to each other on either side of a thin, but
Magnetic waterproof, face. One is driven by the motor, the other drives the propeller. Has
Drive serious torque, speed, and cost limitations
Table 2.2: Descriptions of a series of shaft waterproofing solutions. Most of these were
discovered on a variety of online sources.
Of these methods of waterproofing, only the tinderbox, greased gasket and rotary shaft seal
are either appropriately sized for this application or are within its budgetary limitations. Rather
than experiment with each of these methods to determine the best one for application in the Fish,
a design was made to include all three at the same time to ensure waterproofness. A cross section
of this design is in Figure 2-6.
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Figure 2-6: A cross-sectional rendering of the shaft seal. The top area is the body of the Fish,
and the lower is the rotating shaft. The motor and electronics sit to the left of the X-ring, and
water is to the right of the shaft seal. Lubricating and displacing oil (3-in-One) both
lubricated the X-ring and shaft seal and kept out any water that made it past the shaft seal. A
fully dimensioned and detailed drawing of this can be seen in Appendix D
As shown in Figure 2-6, the second greased gasket is an X-ring instead of a simple O-ring.
The Parker O-ring Handbook suggested an X-ring for more dynamic applications due to its
smaller contact patches as well as greater number of them. This allows the first contact of the
"X" to scrape most of the fluid stuck along the shaft off and the second contact to prevent
remaining fluid and debris from leaking into the seal. The groove for this ring, like the grooves
for the other O-rings in the Fish, was based on a design suggested by The Parker O-ring
Handbook.
2.2 Power
The major failing of the previous designs of the Fish was their inability to move inside of
pipes. While they were demonstrated to function quite well in open water, the previous versions
did not develop enough thrust force to overcome the friction from the legs and from the edge
effects of the water in the pipe. When designing this latest iteration of the Fish, it was necessary
to consider all the relevant forces that would be affecting the Fish inside of the pipe as it
transverses. These can best be detailed by the free-body diagram in Figure 2-7.
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Edge Effects
Thrust
Body Drag L ~
Figure 2-7: A visual summary of all of the X-direction forces affecting the Fish inside of the
pipe. Y-forces include gravity and the normal force supporting the Fish, as well as the
springs and are not considered in power calculations
These effects can be easily related to each other with a balance of forces in the X-direction,
yielding Equation (2-1):
Fody Drag + FLeg Drag + FFriction + FEdge Effects - FThrust = 0 (2-1)
This can be solved for thrust force required to move the Fish at a set velocity. Each of the
other terms is listed in greater detail below.
2.2.1 FBody Drag
A less-than-optimized flow shape for a body was used in the drag calculations. The body was
modeled simply as a hemisphere, cylinder, and cone 60mm in diameter (approximately the size
of previous versions of the Fish) to make drag calculations much simpler than if a more complex
geometry was used. Equation (2-2) shows how to calculate drag:
Fdrag = 1 pv 2 CdA (2-2)
In which p is the density of the fluid (1000 kg/M3 for water), v is the velocity of the Fish, Cd
is the coefficient of drag (a dimensionless number approximated at 0.42 from several charts []),
and A is the cross sectional area of the object (which is circular for this case, and easily found
with A=wr2 where r=0.03m from previous versions of the Fish). As can be seen, the force of drag
rises exponentially with velocity of the object which will lead to a desire for a relatively lower
velocity. Using these values, a formula for body drag force based on velocity can be found and
plugged into Equation (2-1).
2.2.2 FLeg Drag
The drag effects on the legs can be described in much the same way as the drag on the body.
Due to the different profile and area of the leg, the values for Cd and A are both different (0.49
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and 350mm 2, respectively). Also, due to the edge effects (that will be discussed in greater depth
later) the relative velocity of the water is greater here. It can be related to the desired velocity
through the conservation of mass formula, applied in Equations (2-3) and (2-4).
7A = ?B (2-3)
VAAA = VBAB (2-4)
In Equation (2-4), AA is the cross sectional area of the flow before it reaches the Fish which
is the area of the pipe; AB is the cross sectional area of flow going by the pipe at the legs, which
is the area of the pipe minus that of the 0.06m diameter pipe. This equation, multiplied by 6 for
each of the legs, can then solved for vB and plugged into Equation (2-2) to get the FLeg Dag term
of Equation (2-1).
2.2.3 FFriction
The friction effects come from the legs dragging against the wall of the pipe to help maintain
a centered position inside of the pipe. A six-legged design was decided upon as its functionality
has been previously demonstrated in the works of Chatzigeorgiou et all [2, 3, 4]. However, the
decision to use either wheels or simple sliding contacts at the tip of the legs is a still contested
decision. One version of the design would implement simple plastic legs with a rounded surface
to slide on PVC, the other would use rubber-edged wheels rotating on metal shafts to apply the
normal force required for Fish centering. Friction is simply defined in Equation (2-5):
F = FNY (2-5)
Where FN is the normal force against the walls (in this case, estimated weight of the Fish,
350g, divided by the average of 2 legs holding it up) and p is the coefficient of friction which can
be estimated from tables on Engineering Toolbox [12] to be 0.2 for the wheels and 0.15 for the
sliding contact legs. This is due to the contact within the wheels being steel on ABS and the
contact with the legs being ABS on smooth PVC pipe (which can be incorrect for a real pipe
which may have detritus build-up). Since the value for the wheels is higher, and it is a better
thing to over-estimate power usage in this situation than under-estimate, it will be used.
2.2.4 FEdge Effects
When the Fish moves through the pipe it displaces the water ahead of it and moves it to the
rear. In this sense, it is similar to if it were static in the pipe and water moved at a constant mass
flow rate around it. This flow can be further illustrated in Figure 2-8:
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Figure 2-8: Flow lines in the vicinity of the Fish in the pipe. The horizontal lines show flow
through the system, and the spacing between them shows relative velocity. The velocity of
water in Sections A and C are the same, and conservation of mass dictates that the mass flow
rate is the same in all sections.
Since the mass flow rate must be the same in the sections in front of the pipe as well as to
its sides and water is an incompressible fluid, water must accelerate in Section B to maintain
conservation of mass. This takes a force to achieve, which is described as edge effects, or
convective acceleration. This force can be simply defined as the force required to accelerate the
water from its initial velocity in Section A to its faster state in Section B, as seen in Equation (2-
6):
FAcceleration = mA (B - VA) (2-6)
Where vB and VA are defined in Equation (2-4), and mA is the mass flow rate into the Section
A, defined in Equation (2-7):
mA = PvAlrrpipe2 (27)
Plugging all of these constituent equations into (2-1) yields the Equation (2-8):
"-q~~~ A~2 T 2 fAA_1)=Fht(28
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This can be simplified to Equation (2-9), a relatively simple quadratic formula:
2 (AA 2 ( _ 1
4
.
5 pvA (CdA)Body + (CdA)Legs + irrpipe2 - 1 + 3 FNI = FThrust (2-9)
Equation (2-9) can be plotted to yield Figure 2-9, a chart of theoretical velocities against
theoretical total opposing forces.
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Figure 2-9: Theoretical drag force as a response to changes in velocity. It is modeled with a
simple 2 "d order equation with a Y-intercept at around 2.0601 N which is the estimated
friction force due to the wheels. The value for opposing force rises rapidly after 0.5 m/s.
This chart shows that about 0.5 m/s is a reasonable velocity for the Fish to attempt to
achieve. Any higher and total opposing force becomes exponentially greater outside of the realm
of practicality. For this reason, it was decided that 0.5 m/s would be the desired speed for this
version of the Fish. Using this value it is possible to calculate the power input required to
overcome the various pipe forces on the Fish, which can be translated to an electric motor size.
The power required to move the Fish at the desired speed it 0.5 m/s x 7.384 N = 3.6921W.
Assuming a conservative propeller and seal efficiency of -50% [13] (propeller size and therefore
specifications are quite difficult to determine mathematically, propeller selection will be covered
in Section 4-3), this leads to the use of a motor rated to -7W. A Maxon Motor (PN: 110184) was
selected for this purpose. Additional information on the motor can be found in Appendix E.
2.3 Drag Profile
Due to the somewhat more complex fluid dynamics of in-pipe systems and the edge effects
associated with, an optimal streamline design for a given system would be quite complex and
difficult to determine. A much faster approach that would still decrease drag significantly would
be to make several "smooth" looking shapes using a geometry-creation program (SolidWorks in
this case) and then testing them with a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis program.
This could be applied to several "test" geometries as well as test-case of the torpedo-esque
design used for drag calculations above. This would ensure that the external design chosen
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would have less drag than the motor and drive system were designed for, "erring on the side of
caution" and giving more power than is actually required.
Four such geometries were conceived, drafted and implemented. They are seen below in
Figures 2-10 through 2-14 with descriptions on their method of creation and reasoning.
Figure 2-10: The Torpedo design. A simple modification of the previous versions of the Fish,
it uses a conical rear section to allow for slow de-acceleration of water passing over it back to
intake velocity. The diameter of the geometry is based on the maximum corner-to-corner
dimension on the electronics package, making the torpedo the largest of the tested designs.
Figure 2-11: Revolved Spline. Like the Torpedo, this geometry was made of a simple circular
revolve of a set 2-dimensional sketch. Unlike the Torpedo, this design utilizes a spline to
change its radius smoothly between the maximum dimensions of the various internal
components (motor, electronics, and battery). While it still has technically the same frontal
area as the Torpedo, the Revolved Spline is much smoother in its overall geometry with few
distinguishable edges.
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Figure 2-12: Lofted Ovular, Nose Cone 3. To create this design, the internal components
were all modeled and placed in a line inside of an assembly in a rising and falling order in
terms of maximum radius (battery then electronics then motor). The length of each of the
components was measured (and a little extra was added) then drawn as a simple 2-
dimensional sketch (detailed better in Figure 2-13). A plane was created on each of these
lines and an ellipse was drawn on each line contacting the 4 corners of the largest component
that touched the plane. The loft function was then used to connect all of these parabolas,
creating a single, contiguous body substantially thinner that the others.
4z rkiu r~hn~ftI
Figure 2-13: A side view of the Lofted Ovular design. Each line shows a boundary where one
component touches the next and a plane perpendicular to these lines was used to create ovals
that perfectly inscribed the relevant components.
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Figure 2-14: Lofted Ovular Nose Cone 4. Most of the body has a very similar design seen in
Figure 2-12 but with a gentler, flatter nose-cone. This was to see the effects that a nose cone
had on overall drag on a body and experiment with a few alternatives. Four versions were
created, but only Nose Cones 3 and 4 showed any reasonable drag profile.
Figure 2-15: Nose cones of the designs seen in Figures 2-12 and 2-14, respectively. Nose
Cone 3 is sharper, but tapers off to an indistinguishable small face very quickly. Nose Cone 4
is a cut off of a fuller, longer nose cone that gave the Fish a gentler interface with the rest of
the body. The flat face on the surface is a source of significant amounts of turbulent flow but
can serve as a mount point for the leak sensor as well as a drag testing attachment point.
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Using CFD techniques on these four bodies (which will be elaborated on in Section 4-2), it
was found that Lofted Ovular Nose Cone 4 design would have the least drag of all the 4 bodies.
This is curious due to the flat frontal face of the body, which should be a major source of
turbulent drag force, a flat face that Nose Cone 3 does not have. More results and detail on
testing and creation can be seen in Table 4-2 and Appendix F. Superimposing the frontal area
Lofted Ovular Nose Cone 4 over Torpedo makes it quite clear why it has a much lower drag
force. This view can be seen in Figure 2-16.
Figure 2-16: The front view of the lower-drag Lofted Ovular Nose Cone 4 geometry (grey)
superimposed over that of the Torpedo's (white). The frontal areas of these profiles are
20.486 cm2 and 23.827 cm2, respectively. At the desired speed of 0.5 m/s, this leads to a
reduction in body drag force by about 14%.
2.4 Suspension
Not too much work was done with the supporting legs of the Fish assembly as the great
majority of focus was placed on waterproofing and increasing power output while reducing drag.
Since the external diameter changed for the new body, new legs had to be designed anyway.
Previous versions had large flat faces and thick geometry, visible in Figure 2-17:
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Figure 2-17: Old sliding contact leg design. While quite thick and hardy, it was also
unnecessarily wide and curved. The large flat spot on the front slightly increased drag,
something new versions of the leg sought to eliminate. Contact was made with the pipe on
the semi-spherical surface on the top "knob" of the leg
In addition, previous versions of the Fish never really resolved the question of which contact
method provided lower overall drag and friction. While the sliding contact's smooth ABS-on-
PVC would seem like the obvious choice, it is subject to potential contamination and damage
caused from detritus build-up on the inside of real pipe walls, quickly reducing the friction
advantage of it. The wheeled method has its friction inside of the wheel, decreasing risk of
contamination and increasing durability at the cost of complexity, rolling friction and drag. Since
the parts are all relatively small and cheap to print, both sets of legs were printed so that they
might both be tested empirically.
The new leg geometries both attempted to have a hydrodynamic cross-section with as thin of
a profile as would be structurally sound. Since the legs extend through a series of different flow
profiles of varying speeds, it would be quite difficult to perfectly optimize them. Instead, a
roughly hydrodynamic profile was swept the length of the legs to prevent flow stagnation points
and reduce overall turbulence.
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Figures 2-18 and 2-19: New leg designs used in the latest version of the Fish. The one on the
left is a sliding contact with the walls of the pipe; the one on the right is rolling contact via a
gasket-lined wheel.
Functionality of both of the new legs is almost exactly the same as in previous works. A stiff
torsion spring still sits in the socket of the body, with one end of the spring extending up the
length of the leg. Instead of using a roller pin with an R-cip, the new designs used press-fits on
the socket and wheel joints. This reduced part profile, complexity, and weight.
Placement of the legs remained the same for this new design as well. Due to buoyancy forces
almost completely negating gravity inside of the pipe, the Fish will need to support itself via
spring pre-load. Gravity and normal force friction do not support it like it would in an air
environment and the unsupported Fish is more or less in free-float. It is therefore necessary for
the legs to constrain the Fish in 5 dimensions (translation in Y and Z and rotation in X, Y, and
Z), which requires a minimum of 6 constraints to hold it. Placing them evenly spaced at 1200
angles from each other ensures an even distribution of force and having the legs behind each
other allows them to "draft" each other, somewhat reducing drag forces. This can be easily seen
in Figure 2-20
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Figure 2-20: A rendering of the Fish with sliding contact legs attached and inside of a sample
section of pipe. To have the largest range of motion in the legs, the "top" leg had to be placed
on the long, flat side of the Fish geometry.
2.5 Additional Design Considerations
The use of custom geometries and the desire for a more integrated system with the rotary
shaft seal limits the commercial options that can be used to transfer power from the motor to the
propeller. To that end, a custom shaft was machined for use with the Fish. This was a relatively
simple part and is the only conventionally machined part on the robot. The shaft can be seen in
Figure 2-21
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Smooth, Precision Machined Face
Hole for Motor Shaft
Figure 2-21: The shaft used for attaching the propeller to the motor. Two set screws affix the
shaft to the motor shaft, which lies inside of a tight-fit hole. A precision-cut machine face
allows for smooth rotation inside of the shaft seals. A drive dog is used to serve as a forward
stop for the propeller and to also prevent slippage. The dog is removable so that the propeller
and motor assembly can be inserted into the seals from inside the rear of the shell. Much of
the second half of the shaft is threaded for 10-32 bolt threads in a long enough length to
accommodate the entire range of propellers to be tested. A detailed machining sketch can be
found in Appendix G.
While the batteries and electronics can go relatively unsupported inside of the shell of the
Fish, the motor requires special design considerations to ensure it is firmly attached to the body
of the Fish. It must be rigidly attached to the body to prevent both rotation and sliding while still
being easy to remove. This was further complicated by the bolt holes for the motor being placed
on the front of the motor, the side with the drive shaft. This prevented simple screw attachment
as the designers of the motor intended and a new solution had to be found. Figure 2-22 details
this two-part attachment method.
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Holes for SHCS
Bolt Heads
Tight Fit for Threaded Holes
Motor Diameter for Back Strap
Figure 2-22: The attachment holes for the motor inside of the rear shell of the Fish. Short
Socket-Heat Cap Screws (SHCS) were screwed into the mount holes on the front of the
motor, and then aligned with the holes in the back of the motor mount area. The bolt heads
go inside of the holes to prevent undesired rotation. In addition, a rubber-covered thin sheet
metal back-strap spans the two points marked for the back strap. This piece holds the motor
firmly against the back face, ensuring that it does not come out. A generally tight fit in the
motor hole helps alignment and prevents vibration.
With all of the important parts now fully constrained in their desired directions, a completed
model of the Fish can be made. Figure 2-23 shows a cross-sectional view of the internals of the
Fish and Figure 2-24 shows an external view of the wheeled variant.
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Figure 2-23: A cross-sectional view of the internal components of the Fish. Many of the parts
that were briefly discussed are highlighted here, such as the Heat-Set Threaded Inserts, 0-
ring groove, SHCS holes, and general electronics and battery positioning. Some leeway has
been afforded in the forward compartments to allow for greater flexibility in battery shape
and size as well as room for wires.
Figure 2-24: A view of the completed wheeled assembly.
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One final note: the propeller was not modeled for any of the design section. This is due
mostly to the difficulty in generating the complex geometries of a propeller, but is also due to the
somewhat negligible drag effects of a propeller compared to the rest of the assembly. In addition,
it is also quite difficult to theoretically determine an optimal propeller size. Most resources
consulted on the issue suggested empirical testing and determination of an optimal propeller size,
a process that will be covered in Section 4-3.
3. Construction and Assembly
The great majority of parts of the Fish were made using a Fortus 250mc 3D printer. The size
of all of the parts took quite some time to manufacture but due to the nature of 3D printing, it ran
mostly unattended. The parts were placed in a structurally-beneficial position during printing
(with critical round parts parallel to the tray surface). This lead to some interesting use of support
material, which can be seen in Figure 3-1:
Figure 3-1: The printed components of a Fish assembly. The front and rear shell pieces are
placed on end to enhance the quality of the 0-ring grooves, which are parallel to the tray in
this orientation. The printer head is much more capable at making circles parallel to the tray
than perpendicular to it. Six wheels and legs are also seen on the bottom edge of the tray, as
well as some of the leftover support material from previous parts.
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Removal from the tray was carefully done with a flat razor blade cutting at right above the
first layer of plastic put down by the printer. With gentle flexing of the tray, the parts would
simply "pop off', often not requiring a razor at all. The removed parts would still have a great
deal of support material attached to them and the next step was to place them in a heated solvent
bath for -24 hours. After removal, the parts were allowed to dry for a short period of time before
application of the water-proofing Stone Weld Epoxy. Figures 3-2 and 3-3 show the parts at this
stage, prior to epoxy "painting".
Figure 3-2: The 3D printed front and rear shells of the Fish, with support material removed.
Figure 3-3: A collection of 3D printed legs and wheels drying after the solvent bath. Each
Fish assembly requires 6 wheels, two long legs for the "flat" side of the body, and four
shorter ones for the corners.
The next step of assembly was painting the shell. Stone Weld Epoxy has a working life of
about three to five minutes after it has been fully combined. The epoxy was mixed in a simple
plastic cup and gently poured onto the front and rear shells in the orientation they are seen in in
Figure 3-2. A plug rod was placed in the shaft seal area of the rear shell to prevent accidental
epoxy leakage into that critical area. After a small amount of epoxy was applied to a patch of the
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part, a wooden applicator was used to spread it around as much as possible. This allowed the
shells to become waterproof with a minimum change in external dimensions. After 8 hours, both
the shell halves were flipped and the internal edge was given the same treatment. There is some
area on the parting line that the gasket does not cover, and it is important that it be waterproofed
via the epoxy or else leakage might develop. Additionally, the x-ring and shaft seal were put into
their respective grooves at this point and a small amount of epoxy was used on the outside
surface of the shaft seal to ensure it stays in place and no water leaks through the seal/body
crack.
While the shell halves were drying, the legs were assembled. O-rings were carefully
stretched over the edges of the wheels and set into place in the middle groove of them. Drill bits
for the necessary sizes were used to check hole dimensions and ensure that the relevant press fits
(wheel supports on the legs and socket supports on the shell) were tight and the relevant free fits
(the wheel and the socket joint on the legs) were loose enough to spin freely on a relevant press-
fit rod. The holes for the springs were also cleared up a bit via a Dremel tool with a small drill
bit. It was unnecessary to use the epoxy on the legs and wheels as they do not encase any water-
sensitive electronics, but they may become waterlogged in extended periods of time spend
submerged. The wheels, now with rubber, were press-fit into the ends of the legs and checked to
ensure that they spun freely.
After the shells had dried, the legs were attached. The springs were put into their holes first,
and then the leg was held in place in the socket on the shells. A press fit pin was used here as
well, simply pushed in with a pair of pliers and pushed through the torsion spring. The O-ring
groove on the front half was reamed out with a small screwdriver to remove any unnecessary
debris or epoxy and then the heat-set inserts were melted into the front half of the shell. The
holes for the bolts in the rear shell were reamed and the two were screwed together briefly to
ensure functionality. The O-ring for the parting line was added as well as the propeller shaft and
the front and rear shells were bolted back together, this time with a greater torque on the bolts.
The legs were then added with their press-fits and the assembly, minus the internal components,
was ready. A picture of this assembly can be seen in Figures 3-4, 3-5 and 3-6.
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Figure 3-4: The nearly completed assembly. Despite lacking the internal components of the
motor, battery and electronics, the Fish is waterproof at this point.
Figure 3-5: The Fish inside of a short section of pipe. All of the spring legs are partially
compressed at this point, centering the Fish.
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Figure 3-6: A second assembly of the Fish, this one utilizing the sliding contact legs instead
of the wheeled legs. Parts are interchangeable between the two assemblies, making
replacement simple and convenient if any parts break during testing.
4. Testing and Results
4.1 Waterproofness
The first test was a simple one of waterproofness. In a similar fashion to the pillbox tests of
Section 2-1, the completed assembly (without expensive batteries, electronics, or motors) was
filled with moisture-absorbing rice and sunk in a bucket for a period of 72 hours. Every 12 hours,
the Fish would be removed, wiped down, then weighed and the weight recorded. Figure 4-1
shows the Fish submerged and Table 4-1 shows the weighing results from the test.
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Figure 4-1: The Fish assembly submerged in water. A small section of pipe had to be used to
hold the Fish down, but it had the secondary effect of showing bubbles from any leak the
Fish developed (or any surface air pockets the Fish brought into the water with it).
Time (hours) Mass (g)
0 197.9
12 201.3
24 201.4
36 201.2
48 201.1
60 201.2
72 201.1
Table 4-1: The mass of the Fish at various time intervals. Despite the mass increasing slightly
for the first 12-hour period, there was little to no change for the remainder of the testing
period.
Despite a small initial rise in mass during the first 12 hours of testing, the mass of the Fish
remained mostly unchanged during the rest of the testing period. This small mass increase can be
attributed to small pockets of water that were not removed in the quick towel-drying of the Fish
after it was removed. As the pillbox test showed, a failure in gasket or in waterproofing the ABS
would lead to a constant change in mass over time, a change not seen in the waterproofing test
for the Fish. This indicates strongly that the Fish is fully waterproof and safe to put expensive
electronics inside.
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4.2 Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
Previously mentioned in Section 2.3, Computational Fluid Dynamics is the study of potential
flow lines though a set series of computer generated meshes. Put more simply, a computer
generates a series of 3-dimensional shapes through which it analyzes theoretical fluid flow based
on edge conditions set by the user. For most cases of CFD, the object in question is in free-air or
free-water and will not have the edge effects of convective acceleration impeding movement.
However, these forces are very relevant to optimizing external geometry for the Fish and
therefore need to be accounted for.
This is accomplished by instead of modeling the Fish profile, modeling the water in the pipe
around the Fish. A pipe of sufficient length was modeled in SolidWorks, and a cavity was cut
into it in the shape of the test geometry. This can be seen with the Torpedo in Figure 4-2
Figure 4-2: The cavity of the Torpedo geometry inside of a model of the water in the pipe.
The SolidWorks generated model was then imported into CFD analysis software. First, the
important sections were selected and meshed. The fluid inlet and outlet sections have a set total
mass flow rate in and out for a flow at 0.5 m/s, and the torpedo was selected as a "wall" inside of
the pipe upon which viscous and pressure drag would be calculated. The meshes can be seen in
Figure 4-3.
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Figure 4-3: The meshes used at the start and end of the pipe, which have a user-defined mass
flow rate, and the mesh of the Fish geometry which is used to analyze specific flows at
different locations.
After the important subsections were selected, the software divided up the rest of the solid
into a polygonal mesh. This essentially divides the pipe model imported from SolidWorks into a
large number of smaller triangle-faced shapes. Each shape has a known flow rate from upstream
side derived from the set velocity at the inlet and the orientation of it determines what flow rate
goes out of the downstream faces. These downstream faces are the upstream ones for the next
solid downstream, and the calculation repeats all the way to the outlet. This allows for rough
quantification of flow speed and pressure at faces along the pipe and when measured all around
the "wall" of the torpedo, can show relevant flow and forces imparted on it. The full mesh can be
seen in Figure 4-4.
a.0m OSW1,000(M)
0.2m OM6
Figure 4-4: A view of the mesh of the fluid inside of the pipe. Each line indicates the edge of
a polynomial used to calculate the flow rate through that particular section.
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The results from the CFD analysis for the 4 desired geometries are compiled in Table 4-2.
Drag due to Pressure Drag due to Viscous Total Drag
Profile (N) Effects (N) (N)
Torpedo -0.16171628 -0.031443171 -0.19315945
Circular Parabolic -0.095720187 -0.045620985 -0.14134117
Lofted Ovular,
NC3 -0.093517259 -0.041457679 -0.13497494
Lofted Ovular,
NC4 -0.077443592 -0.040975336 -0.11841893
Table 4-2: Drag forces on the tested geometries due to pressure build-ups or skin friction.
Most of the total values of drag are low, as was predicted by the earlier analysis in Section
2.3. The obvious choice for body geometry is the Lofted Ovular shape with Nose Cone 4, which
was developed into the full Fish assembly.
4.3 Propeller Optimization and Thrust
As mentioned at the end of Section 2, propeller optimization is a difficult thing to do
mathematically and a great majority of RC boat and underwater vehicle enthusiasts determine
their optimal propellers by purchasing a wide variety of them and testing them all extensively.
Such an approach was used to determine the optimal propeller size for the Fish, as well as the
maximum thrust a motor and propeller pair could generate. To facilitate this process, an entire
line of plastic propellers designed for underwater use was ordered, the Octura 1200 series. It can
be seen in Figure 4-5, and is further elaborated on in Appendix H.
Figure 4-5: The Octura 1200 series of propellers. Made of a glass-filled plastic, they are both
strong and lightweight, with a pitch designed specifically for fully-submerged applications.
Additionally, there are two Traxxis brand propellers left over from previous versions of the
Fish that were tested as well, seen on the far right of the figure.
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To determine the thrust force put out by a set propeller, the motor had to be fully installed
into the rear shell of the Fish. This was accomplished by first attaching the drive shaft to the
motor outside of the assembly, and then slowly pushing it into the shaft seals and the motor seat.
Generous amounts of 3-in-One oil were used when pushing the shaft through to help lubricate
the seals and the shaft, as well as build up the tinderbox desired for the shaft seal. Also, before
any testing was conducted, the shaft was worn into the x-ring and shaft seal to ensure a strong
seal with minimal friction. The motor was hooked up to a power supply and run slowly while
more oil was added, slowly drawing the motor and shaft in and out of the seal. This drew oil into
the seals and helped wear them to the surface of the shaft, reducing friction and improving the
quality of the seal.
To best test the propeller optimization, precision control of the power going into the motor
was required. The batteries used by the Fish are somewhat unpredictable, and a minor
modification was made to the assembly to both allow it to be powered by a controllable external
power source and be directly connected to a force sensor. This modification can be seen in
Figure 4-6
Figure 4-6: The test assembly used for propeller optimization. The top half of the Fish
assembly is a custom-printed adapter to a force sensor. It also doubles as a splash guard to
prevent stray water from entering the otherwise-exposed bottom half of the assembly.
The wires seen going into the modified top part of the shell were soldered to the terminals of
the motor, which was firmly attached in place via the back strap mechanism described in Section
3.5. The assembly seen in Figure 4-6 was then hung off of a rigid testing bar into a bucket of
water, which can be seen in Figure 4-7.
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Figure 4-7: The thrust sensor partially submerged in water and rigidly supported. After
calibrating the sensor for gravity, all force it detected was due to thrust from the propeller,
allowing easy measurement of the thrust force provided for different propellers at different
voltage levels.
Measurement of thrust force was accomplished through Vernier's Logger Pro software which
was connected to the force sensor. To measure force at a certain voltage level, the power supply
would first be set to the desired voltage but would not be connected to the motor. The sensor
would be calibrated to its own weight so that gravitational forces would be ignored. Then, the
power supply would be momentarily connected, long enough for both the value of current drawn
measured on the power supply and force measured with the sensor to reach a maximum value.
The values for both would be recorded, and the water would be allowed to settle while the power
supply would be set to a new voltage value. This process was repeated for all seven propellers
for voltages between 3V and 18V, at steps of 3V. An example graph of the results obtained from
this process can be seen in Figure 4-8.
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Figure 4-8: Input power measured by the power supply plotted against the thrust force
provided by the propeller, for the Octura Propeller 1240. The line of best fit is displayed, and
with an R2 confidence of .995, shows high probability of correctly correlating input power
against thrust force. A complete chart with all of the propellers plotted on the same axis can
be seen in Appendix G
The relationship seen in Figure 4-8 has nonzero Y-intercept which implies positive thrust
with zero electrical input power. This is patently incorrect, showing that the relationship is not
100% accurate and breaks down at smaller values of electrical input. This can further be
explained by the nature of the motor: there is a minimum required power to overcome the
friction of the shaft seals and get the motor spinning, usually found around 2-3 volts. This means
that there is a positive non-zero minimum value for electrical input power and the relationship
established above breaks down below that certain input power.
Since all of the Octura propellers were proportionally scaled to each other with the same
pitch and blade shape, their different diameters can be treated as a manipulated variable for
which the depending is the maximum force provided at a set voltage. Graphing the thrust vs.
propeller diameter at 12v (the voltage of the battery packs) yields Figure 4-9.
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Figure 4-9: The maximum output thrust force for the variety of Octura propellers. A line of
best fit is displayed, and an R 2 confidence of .9414 is high enough to justify its accuracy.
Also noteworthy is the non-zero Y-intercept. This implies that a 0 diameter propeller still has
some significant thrust force, which is impossible. Like Figure 4-8, the relationship established
in Figure 4-9 has its limits and is only useful between them. Since the Octura 1200 series
propeller range only spans from 30 to 70 mm it can be considered accurate for that range. Few
manufacturers make propellers smaller than 20 mm in diameter, so the relationship
approximately holds for the diameter range in question (40 to 70 mm).
Using the equation for the line of best fit found in Figure 4-9, it is possible to determine the
approximate propeller size at which maximum power output can be achieved for the Octura 1200
series pitch and blade profile in the diameter range of 40 to 70 mm. The maximum thrust value
occurs at the top of the curve, the point at which the slope is 0. Differentiating the line of best fit
equation yields Equation (4-1)
y = -0.0022x + 0.0953 (4-1)
Which when set to 0 and solved for X yields an optimal propeller diameter of 43.3 1mm. The
0-1245 is close enough in diameter to this optimal value that it will be used instead as the
optimal propeller for the Fish. This will give a maximum thrust force of around 3.47 N
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To justify the use of the Octura 1200 series of underwater propellers, the two Traxxis
propellers were also tested to see if there was a significant difference between a surface propeller
or if a 3-bladed one would be more appropriate. Plotting the chosen propeller's input power vs.
thrust force graph on the same axis yields Figure 4-10.
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Figure 4-10: The lines of best fit for the 0-1245, T-2-42 and T-3-40 propeller power curves
plotted against each other. While the Traxxis propellers do have a higher efficiency at lower
power inputs, they are still less efficient at the input powers at which the Fish will be run. For
more information on the propellers see Appendix G.
Like Figure 4-8, these relationships also imply a positive thrust force for zero input power.
This error can once again be explained by the friction force and minimum power requirements of
the motor, which cause the line of best fit relationship to be inaccurate below input powers of
around 0.8 Watts. However, for the region of interest (1 to 60 Watts), the relationships
established in Figure 4-10 still holds and can be used to show that not much thrust advantage can
be gained by switching to a different style of propeller than the Octura 1200 series.
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4.4 Drag and Total Opposing Force
With experimental values for thrust determined, values for the drag and total opposing force
need to be determined. To this end, an experimental setup was developed to determine the total
force counter to the movement of the Fish, pictured in Figure 4-11.
Figure 4-11: The experimental set up used for the total opposing force and particle flow tests.
A 4-meter length of CPVC pipe constitutes the great majority of the set-up, with T-joints at
either end. These joints serve as entrance points for both the Fish and the sensors used to
measure flow rate and total movement opposing force. In addition, a short section of pipe was
added to the top of each of these joints to prevent splashing and also to "overfill" the pipe and
keep bubbles from developing. A 90 degree bend is used at the inlet of flow, seen on the right
side of the picture, to help diffuse it and keep the "necking-up" of the pump hose to the pipe
from developing non-uniform flow. A ball valve is also on this end and used to control the mass
flow rate of water traveling through the assembly. The Fish is guided within the pipe by low-
drag and small-profile string (301b draw fishing line) attached at both the front and the rear. The
front end of the front string is attached to the force sensor such that drag force can be measured
by the amount that the Fish attempts to "pull back" in flow.
Rigid steel rods were attached to the T-joints at either end to provide support for the flow
and total opposing force sensors. In addition, the force sensor T-joint utilized a Delrin roller on a
threaded rod to position the front string of the Fish at the center of the pipe while minimizing the
friction caused by such a joint. A closer view of this assembly can be seen in Figure 4-12.
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Figure 4-12: The mechanism of attachment for the force sensor. The sensor would be hung
off of the steel rod, similar to the thrust tests, and a length of low-drag string would be strung
over a free-rolling grooved Delrin wheel (encircled).
Pictures of the Fish assembly inside of the pipe while flow was occurring can be seen in
Figures 4-13 and 4-14.
Figure 4-13: The sliding contact surface variant of the Fish. A large turbulent area can be
seen behind the rear top leg with the bubble.
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Figure 4-14: The wheeled variant of the Fish in flow. The tape measure seen at the bottom
stretches the length of the set-up and is used as reference for total opposing force testing and
particle flow.
A major problem with the entire setup was quickly discovered: for the flow rates being tested
frictional forces were much larger than the other forces affecting the body. This meant that even
with the front end of the Fish unsupported and the pump at maximum flow rate, the Fish would
not move. This meant that the drag force could not be calculated as expected and a new,
modified testing process needed to be developed.
Since self-propulsion of the Fish was not yet functioning at the time of testing, it was decided
that an external force needed to be applied to obtain drag and total opposing force. If this
opposing force could be measured and related to the speed of the Fish, a meaningful relationship
between flow speed and movement opposing force could be developed. To accomplish this, the
force sensor was hooked up to the front string of the Fish and it was dragged by hand between
two pre-sets points while force measurements were continually being made. The force sensor
was dragged approximately parallel to the direction of travel by the Fish and smooth dragging
was attempted.
The data recorded showed obvious points where the dragging started and stopped. Average
velocity was calculated by timing the length of each trial. While it was attempted to drag the Fish
as smoothly as possible with the string, it was still very strongly subject to human error and the
value of force measured would move within a rough ± 1N range. These useful values of force
could be removed from the background data when no towing was occurring, and then averaged
to find useful values of total opposing force. The standard deviation of the set of forces measured
in one trial run was also found using standard mathematical methods.
Further complicating the data gathering and analysis was the force of friction encountered by
dragging the tow string over the steel rod pictured in Figure 4-12. The Delrin roller's friction is
nearly negligible, but there will be an addition to the force required to tow the Fish (and
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therefore, the force measured by the sensor) caused by frictional rubbing against the steel rod. To
compensate for this, a formula for the frictional force due to string rubbing as it relates to towing
force was developed experimentally. A picture of the set up used to find this force can be seen in
Figure 4-15.
Figure 4-15: The front half of the testing assembly stood on end. A string connects the force
sensor with a variable mass inside of the pipe. It was gently pulled in a downward direction
and relative force was measured.
Using this set up, a relationship to compensate for frictional forces of the string rubbing on
the steel rod could be found. It is detailed in Figure 4-16.
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Figure 4-16: Normal force plotted against the corresponding frictional force found
experimentally. The slope of the line, indicated in the line of best fit, is the coefficient of
friction for pulling the tow string over the Delrin roller and steel support beam.
The relationship seen in Figure 4-16 seems to indicate that at a certain normal force, the forces
due to friction on the string will become zero. This cannot be true, and further measurements at
lower values of force would indicate so. However, due to the nature of the friction compensating
experiment, a minimum value of normal force exists due to the weight of the sensor, maldng
measuring smaller force values difficult. Therefore, the relationship given is good for normal
force value of at least 3 N. Since the normal force on the Delrin roller and steel rod
approximately double the force measured by the force sensor, which measured a minimum raw
value of 1.4 N, this relationship approximately holds. It can be used to compensate the raw
values of force for the friction of the string dragging against the Delrin Roller and steel rod.
Running the raw average force values through the formula for the line of best fit found in
Figure 4-16 yielded compensated force data, free of the frictional effects and losses due to the
string used to tow the Fish. Plotting these new values for average force against the corresponding
average velocity numbers yields Figures 4-17 and 4-18.
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Figure 4-17: Average dragged velocity versus the average force required to pull the Fish at
those speeds. Error bars indicate one standard deviation of each point in either a positive or
negative direction. Also shown is the polynomial line of best fit. While an R 2 value that low
is not ideal, the line passes through most of the error bars, indicating that it, or something
very close to it, is a proper relationship for describing the trend. Future testing may include
more data at higher velocities.
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Figure 4-18: The same plot seen in 4-17, but for the wheeled Fish variation. It was noticed
soon after testing began that the wheeled legs of this variant would "jam" forward easily,
making the Fish somewhat more difficult to tow and giving unreliable results. They are
plotted here nonetheless as a reference.
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Figure 4-17 and Figure 4-18 both indicate a nonzero Y-intercept, which implies a force is
required to move the Fish at a velocity of zero. While this is untrue, friction forces from the legs
of the Fish are roughly constant at all velocities (as seen in Figure 2-9) and even at nearly-zero
velocities will be the dominant forces in the total opposing movement forces. This causes the
lines of best fit used in Figures 4-17 and 4-18 to seem to indicate a nonzero Y-intercept
Using the formula found in Figure 4-17, it is possible to find a total opposing force value for
the desired speed of 0.5 (m/s): 1.815 N. This is much lower than expected, and can be accounted
for by low intercept of the line of best fit (corresponding to a much lower leg frictional effect
than anticipated) and the more streamlined nature of the new Fish profile.
One more conclusion to be drawn from these figures is in the relative frictional forces caused
by either of the leg variations of the Fish. As was seen in Equation (2-9) the frictional forces
caused by the leg friction is a constant value, corresponding to the total opposing force when
velocity is 0. This yields the approximate values of 1.1629 N for the sliding contact legs and
1.3072 N for the wheeled legs, indicating that sliding contact legs may be a better choice for the
Fish's suspension. However, because of the "jamming" of the wheeled contact legs during
testing, this may not be completely accurate. Further testing on both the wheeled and sliding
contact variants of the leg is required in future work.
4.5 Particle Flow Lines
Despite CFD analysis and knowledge of fluid dynamics, the nature of a fluid flow around a
streamlined object in the middle of a pipe is somewhat less than understood. To get a better idea
of the complex flows that might be occurring around the various parts of the Fish assembly,
particles of glitter were introduced into the flowing system upstream of the Fish and video was
recorded of their action around the Fish. These videos are attached in the CD Appendix I with
this paper, but frames taken at 0.1 second intervals are displayed below in Figures 4-19 and 4-20.
It is somewhat difficult to actually see the particles flowing around the fish in the images
reproduced in Figures 4-19 and 4-20, however, careful scrutiny can show at least a stronger area
of turbulence behind the rear wheeled legs than behind the rear sliding contact legs. The glitter
used for particles in this test was not perfectly neutrally buoyant as expected, and tend to float
near the bottom of the pipe. In addition, particle flow tests were conducted both near and far
away from the inlet of the water flow. It was observed that the flow in the pipe was not
completely developed at either of the tested locations with "radial" movement of the fluid and
particles strongly present, as well as other, more difficult to describe movements. These are best
seen in the videos included in the CD Appendix I. Figures 4-19 and 4-20 are included as
reference.
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Figure 4-18: Particle flow around the geometries of the Fish in the pipe. Frames are taken at
intervals of 0. 1s and can be read in order of top-down, column by column. Turbulent flow
around the bottom rear leg of the Fish can be seen in these pictures.
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Figure 4-20: Particle flow around the geometries of the wheeled version of the Fish in the
pipe. Frames are taken at intervals of 0. 1s and can be read in order of top-down, column by
column. Turbulent flow around the bottom rear leg of the Fish can be seen in these pictures,
being somewhat more severe than the sliding contact legs, indicating a lower coefficient of
drag for those legs.
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4.6 Functionality
The last test performed with the Fish assembly was one of functionality. A modified test set-
up was constructed with a pipe-standard 90-degee bend at the far end and a cap covering the
open end of the T. This can be further detailed in Figure 4-19.
Figure 4-21: The modified test pipe. The Fish would be placed inside of the left end, and
would travel to the right end. No fixtures would obscure the assembly as it moved left to
right. An xBee transmitter is placed about halfway above the pipe to communicate with the
Fish.
To test the entire Fish, a functioning electronics circuit was installed. This circuit consisted of
an Arduino controller board, an xBee communication circuit, a custom-printed interface board
and a Pololu motor controller. The electronics circuit was developed independently and was
integrated into the design. The xBee allowed for wireless communication between the Fish and a
laptop computer, and a simple program on the Arduino allowed for the transmission of forward,
reverse, and stop commands.
After attaching the batteries to the electronics circuit and the circuit to the motor, the entire
Fish was assembled to the point of waterproofness. Test commands were sent to verify full
functionality and then the Fish was placed in the pipe at the T-joint. A forward command was
sent to the Fish, and video was taken of the assembly traversing the pipe. Multiple trials were
conducted and frame-by-frame analysis on the second section of pipe (after the Fish had fully
accelerated) allowed for calculation of the Fish's velocity. Averaging several of these values
from successive runs yields a velocity of 0.9667 m/s. A shot-by-shot view of the Fish Traversing
is in Figure 4-20.
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Figure 4-22: Sequential frames from a video of the Fish travelling through the pipe set-up.
Serious stability issues can be easily seen with the Fish performing a continual 'cork-screw'
while in the pipe.
The most obvious problem seen in these photos (and elaborated on in the videos on the CD
Appendix I) is the "cork-screw" motion that the Fish performs while it travels. This can be
completely explained by four effects: a center of gravity behind the center of buoyancy causing
the Fish to nose-up slightly, drag forces affecting the body in front of the center of mass, weak
springs in the suspension legs failing to compensate for these forces, and reactionary torques
applied on the body from the propeller. These forces are further elaborated in Figure 4-23.
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Center of Gravity
Figure 4-23: A diagram of the forces causing instability while the Fish travels through the
pipe. The offset of the centers of buoyancy and gravity tilts the Fish, and the direction of
thrust slightly up. Since the direction of drag remains the same, it causes the Fish to buck and
crash into the roof of the pipe, while the reactive torque makes it spin in a circle.
The center of buoyancy causes the nose of the fish to rise slightly, providing some instability
that is further amplified by the drag force in the opposite direction. The nose becomes off-center
and the thrust from the propeller pushes it until it hits the side of the pipe. At this point, the
reactionary torque from the propeller twists the body of the Fish and the spring force from the
legs keep the "pinned" side of the body against the wall while the thrust also aids in this. The
resulting motion is a "cork-screw", with the Fish looping around the center axis of the pipe with
one face-outward in a forward motion.
Possible solutions to this cork-screwing problem need to deal with each of the problem forces
seen in Figure 4-23. Switching back to a wheeled leg design may give radial friction with the 0-
ring tires or the addition of fins on the fish would give high radial drag, reducing the total spin on
the Fish due to reactive torque from the propeller. Careful addition of weights to the front half of
the assembly would move the center of gravity forward and closer to the center of buoyancy,
adding greater stability at the cost of weight. The addition of higher-drag areas in the rear of the
Fish behind the center of mass may give the assembly some "arrow effects"; that is, high drag in
the rear tending to fall directly behind the center of mass and giving some centering stability.
The use of stronger springs also seems to be a logical solution, but will cause higher preload
forces on the ends of the legs and higher friction due to contact, an already strong force.
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5. Design Evaluation and Closing Comments
The goal of this paper was to develop and present a new, more streamlined and powerful
version of an in-pipe leak detection sensor's mobility platform. In this sense, it is successful with
experimental results predicting and demonstrating it to be highly mobile. Techniques for
waterproofing 3D printed parts as well as quickly designing and testing streamlined profiles are
presented and can be applied to other projects for the Mechatronics Lab in the future. While the
design was far from optimal, its predicted velocity with an optimized propeller and empirically
measured drag was 1.0025 mis, double the design specification and not far from the actual
measured velocity of 0.9667 m/s.
Since the motor was selected for a "worst case" scenario and not iterated for changes in the
drag caused by changing the body profile, it is too powerful and possibly energy-inefficient. In
addition, the drag profiles of the legs and the body were guessed at without any real
hydrodynamic basis. Future designs should focus first on developing body geometries for in-pipe
flow and then basing flow calculations off of those numbers rather than "err on the side of
caution" guesses.
Many assumptions were made with this design just because they were made in previous
designs. The six legs of the suspension system, the use of propellers as a propulsion system, and
the idea of a centralized body are all drawn from previous versions of the Fish and were not truly
justified and compared to other alternatives. Wheel drive or water-jet propulsion may be superior
options to propellers for a drive system, and the clumsy six legs of the suspension should be re-
evaluated in any future iteration.
Drag should also be more thoroughly evaluated and optimized in future iterations of the Fish.
The external geometry of the Fish was not entirely optimized, and even then, it was only for
minimizing as much drag as possible. This was part cause in the instabilities of the tested design.
A more stable design would have the center of buoyancy closer to the center of mass, as well as
more drag behind the center of mass (like an arrow). Rough SolidWorks estimates of current
positions put the center of buoyancy 0.5" in front of the center of mass, although approximately
centered in the Fish. The addition of fins in the rear of the Fish can also have the dual purpose of
preventing rotation and increasing rear drag, assisting stability, an option that should be
researched.
The suspension system will require the most amount of future development. Because of its
high susceptibility to unrecoverable instability (the cork-screw performed by the Fish in the pipe)
it will need to be "beefed up" with stiffer springs or just re-evaluated as a system. The system
failed in that it did not prevent rotation of the entire assembly or bucking of it and new
mechanisms or solutions need to be researched to compensate for this.
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Appendices
A. List of Vendors and Resources used throughout this Paper
3-in-One: Lubrication of choice for the mobility platform, used as the tinderbox displacement
oil, lubrication for the rotary shaft seals, and general lubrication for the legs joints and pins.
(http://www.3inone.com/)
Arduino: Open-source electronics prototyping platform (http://arduino.cc/)
Digi: Manufacturer of the xBee wireless communication device implemented into the final
assembly of the Fish. (http://www.digi.com/xbee/)
Graves R-C Hobbies: Vendor for the Octura propellers. (http://www.gravesrc.com/)
Maxon Motors: Manufacturer of high-quality DC motors used in this project.
(http://www.maxonmotorusa.com)
McMaster-Carr: Source of the majority of the 0-rings and gaskets as well as other seals and
miscellaneous parts. (http://www.mcmaster.com/)
Pololu: Manufacturer and retailer of small robotics components, such as the motor controller
used in the Fish. (http://www.pololu.com/)
SPIROL: Manufacturer for the heat-set threaded inserts and provider of relevant design
specifications for use. (http://www.spirol.com/)
Stratasys: Manufacturer of the Fortus 250mc 3D Printer used to make many of the parts for the
Fish. (http://www.stratasys.com/3d-printers/production-series/fortus-250mc)
SolidWorks: 3D rendering and design software used throughout the paper.
(http://www.solidworks.com/)
TCS Micropumps: Source of the pumps used as motors in the previous version of the mobility
platform. (http://www.micropumps.co.uk/TCSproducts.html)
Thunder Power RC: Manufacturer of lithium-polymer batteries used in the final assembly of the
Fish. (http://thunderpowerrc.com/)
Vernier: Source for the drag and flow sensors used in the testing of the Fish, as well as the
associated software used in data collection (http://www.vernier.com/)
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B. Summary of Waterproofing Treatments and Online Resources
Material Website Vendor
http://hpd.nlm.nih.gov/cgi-
Champion Sprayon Epoxy bin/household/brands?tbl=brands&id=302801
Paint 6 McMaster-Carr
Loctite Cyanoacrylate http://www.loctiteproducts.com/ Home Depot
Loctite Marine Epoxy http://www.loctiteproducts.com/ Home Depot
American Synthetics
Penetrating Stone Weld American
Epoxy http://www.adhesiveproductscompany.com/ Synthetics
Home Depot/
Plasti-dip http://www.plastidip.com/ McMaster-carr
Rust-Oleum Protective
Enamel http://www.rustoleum.com/ Home Depot
Helmsmen's Spar Urethane http://www.minwax.com/ Home Depot
C. Pill Box Leak Data
Stone Weld Marine Control
Mass of Rice Initial 1.2 1.2 1.2
Mass of Rice Final (24
hrs) 1.2 1.7 1.4
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D. Detailed Drawing of Rotary Shaft Seal
12.03
9.49
7.11 _
4.57
2.54
Units are in millimeters.
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E. Maxon Motor Specifications: PN 110184
Values at nominal voltage
Supply voltage
No load speed
No load current
Nominal speed
Nominal torque (max. continuous torque)
Nominal current (max. continuous current)
Stall torque
Starting current
Max. efficiency
Characteristics
Terminal resistance
Terminal inductance
Torque constant
Speed constant
Speed / torque gradient
Mechanical time constant
Rotor inertia
Thermal data
Thermal resistance housing-ambient
Thermal resistance winding-housing
Thermal time constant winding
Thermal time constant motor
Ambient temperature.
Max. permissible winding temperature
Mechanical data
Bearing Type
Max. permissible speed
Axial play
Radial play
Max. axial load (dynamic)
Max. force for press fits (static)
(static, shaft supported)
Max. radial loading
Other specifications
Number of pole pairs
Number of commutator segments
Direction of rotation
Number of autoclave cycles
12 V
6780 rpm
26.3 mA
5340 rpm
13.7 mNm
0.84 A
63.5 mNm
3.78 A
84 %
3.17 0
0.333 mH
16.8 mNm/A
569 rpm/V
108 rpm/mNm
14.9 ms
13.2 gern
13.2 KW-
3.2 KW 1
12.6 s
473 s
30...+65 0C
+85 *C
sleeve bearing
11000 rpm
0.1 - 0.2 mm
0.012 mm
1.7N
80N
0 N
5.5 N, 5 mm from flange
1
13
Clockwise (CW)
0
Source:
Maxon Motors:
(http://www.maxonmotorusa.com/maxon/view/product/motor/dcmotor/amax/amax26/110184)
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F. Detailed Views of Experimental Body Geometries
Figure E-1: A side view of the Torpedo geometry. The blue lines indicate the 2-dimensional
figure that was rotated around a center line to get the Torpedo geometry
Figure E-2: A side view of the Revolved Spline geometry. Like the Torpedo, it was created
by revolving a 2-dimensional sketch around a center line. Splines were used to connect the
most external points of the internal components, ensuring a smooth external finish from front
to rear.
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Figure E-3: A view of the Lofted Ovular Nose Cone 3 pattern being made. The blue lines
show the ovals which mark the edges of the internal components. The black lines show the
external surface connections and curves. The nose cone and shaft seal sections were done in
separate features due to the need of the shaft seals to be rotated and the experimentation
required for the nose cone.
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G. Engineering Drawing for Manufacturing the Drive Shaft
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Units are in Inches unless otherwise indicated
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Name Ref # Diameter Material Style No. Mass
(mm) Blades (g)
Octura 0- 40 Yellow Plastic Glass Underwater 2 1.5
1240 1240 Filled
Octura 0- 45 Yellow Plastic Glass Underwater 2 1.9
1245 1245 Filled
Octura 0- 50 Yellow Plastic Glass Underwater 2 2.4
1250 1250 Filled
Octura 0- 55 Yellow Plastic Glass Underwater 2 4.0
1255 1255 Filled
Octura 0- 70 Yellow Plastic Glass Underwater 2 5.8
1270 1270 Filled
Traxxis T-2-42 42 Black Plastic Glass Surface 2 1.7
Filled Speed
Traxxis T-3-40 40 Brass Underwater 3 11.8
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